Amendment #2 to Psychology Clinic SWP

September 15, 2020

1. Cornett A169 and Cornett A169b have been added to the Psychology Clinic usable space. Cornett A169 is an entrance room of 9.12 sq meters – this room enters off of the main Cornett hallway and opens into Cornett A169b. Cornett A169b, the main room, is 25.65 square meters, virtually all unencumbered. People should enter and exit Cornett A169 one at a time. The main room, Cornett A169b, has a large enough unencumbered space for four people to meet without compromising the maintenance of 2 meter physical distancing. Although occupancy of A169b will be 4 people maximum, fewer people is always encouraged.

2. In light of the additional space added to the Psychology Clinic, the number of authorized people allowed to access the Psychology Clinic at any given time be increased from 10 to 12 people. Cornett A168 and A159 remain the only rooms to be used for the general public (clients).

3. People in the Clinic are allowed to use the kettle, mini-fridge, and microwave provided all existing safety protocols are followed (e.g., one person in the room at a time) and with the agreement that shared items will be wiped down before and after EACH use. Appropriate Health Canada recommended disinfection wipes will be kept in the room for easy access.

At all times, people in the clinic will continue to:

- Be mindful in the hallways of yielding to others (signage will be posted)
- Keep windows open wherever possible

This amendment was discussed and approved by OHSE on September 15, 2020.

Clinic Supervisor (signed): [Signature]

Dated: Sept 15, 2020